BBECA Aeration Project
Site Information Sheet
Property owner name: John Miller
Property address: 27486 Martinique Lane (far end of canal near W Indies)
Canal #: 13
Month / Year of installation: May 2020
Brand / Model # / Source / Cost / Capacity of Pump: purchased kit from amazon model #: PAK-140K
HALF OFF PONDS Patriot Pond Subsurface Aeration System: 5.3 Cubic Feet per Minute Air Pump, Ponds to 15,000 Gallons,

Brand / Model # / Source / Cost / Capacity of Bubblers:

4 x Patriot Ponds 8" micro bubbler diffusers
Cost of related parts: kit from amazon: $349; misc pvc parts and clamps $24

Design of installation: Drawings / descriptions see attached pictures

made small cluster bracket from 1/2" PVC to raise aerator disk off bottom of canal
Cost / time related to maintenance and electrical usage:
Canal depth at site:

negligible increase in electricity, maybe $8-10 per month

4-6'

Bottom visibility
Bottom visibility before installation:

Fair - murky with enough occasional clarity to make out outline of bottom

Bottom visibility after three months:

good to excellent- can to see bottom topographyand schooling fish

Bottom visibility after six months:

excellent- most days can clearly see bottom and schooling fish

Bottom visibility ratings:
Excellent - can clearly see detail on bottom
Good - can see bottom, but detail is not clear
Fair - can barely discern bottom
Poor - cannot see bottom

Fish count
Fish count before installation:

poor- occasionally would see mullet near surface and a few minnows

Fish count after three months: good- dozens of bait fish and mullet
Fish count after six months:

Plentiful, hundreds of bait fish, dozens of mullet, some small barracuda

Fish count ratings:
Plentiful - can see 5 or more species of fish at any time
Good - can see 5 or more species of fish at least once per day
Fair - can see snapper, parrot fish occasionally
Poor - rarely see fish other than young barracuda, mullet, mollys

Hull / Dock growth
Hull / Dock growth before installation: none
Hull / Dock growth after three months: moderate
Hull / Dock growth after six months:

extreme, lots of small mussels, lots of algae

Hull / Dock growth ratings:
Extreme - barnacles, mussels, algae, sponge quickly growing on most surfaces
Moderate - barnacles, mussels, algae, sponge growing on about 50% of surfaces
Limited - barnacles, mussels, algae, sponge slowly growing on about 20% of surfaces
Sparse - barnacles, mussels, algae, sponge growth can be seen on a few surfaces
None - no growth can be seen

